It is generally known that classical point and potential Lie symmetries of differential equations can be different. In a recent paper, we were able to show for a class of nonlinear diffusion equation that the nonclassical potential symmetries possess all nonclassical symmetries of the original equation. We question whether this is true for the power law Harry Dym equation. In this paper, we show that the nonclassical symmetries of the power law Harry Dym equation and an equivalent system still possess special separate symmetries. However, we will show that we can extend the nonclassical method so that all nonclassical symmetries of the original power law Harry Dym equation can be obtained through the equivalent system.
Introduction
Symmetry analysis plays a fundamental role in the construction of exact solutions to nonlinear partial differential equations. Based on the original work of Lie [1] on continuous groups, symmetry analysis provides a unified explanation for the seemingly diverse and ad-hoc integration methods used to solve ordinary differential equations. At the present time, there is extensive literature on the subject, and we refer the reader to the books by Arrigo [2] , Bluman and Kumei [3] , Cherniha et al. [4] , and Olver [5] .
A question that continues to arise is in the symmetries of a particular equation and an equivalent system. For example, the nonlinear diffusion equation
and the equivalent system
possess different symmetries for different values of m. If m = −4/3 then (1) possesses extra symmetries (see [3, 6, 7] ) whereas if m = −2, then the system (2) possesses extra symmetries ( [8] ). A further example is found with the wave equation
where the powers m = −4/3 and m = −4 show themselves as special ( [9] [10] [11] ). The idea that point symmetries can be gained or loss when one considers equivalent potential systems has been an active area of research (see, for example, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and references within) and has been applied to a number of equations including the nonlinear heat and wave equations ( [8, [17] [18] [19] ), the equations of planar gas dynamics ( [13, 20, 21] ) and the equations of nonlinear elasticity [22] to name just a few.
Arrigo et al. [23] asked whether this holds true for nonclassical symmetries; that the nonclassical symmetries of a particular equation and a system equivalent (termed nonclassical potential symmetries) are different. They were able to show that for a large class of nonlinear diffusion equation, the nonclassical potential symmetries contains the nonclassical symmetries of the original equation. They were also able to show this for a nonlinear wave equation and highlighted a special case where the opposite was true. In this paper, we continue our study where we consider a power law Harry Dym equation and an equivalent system.
Classical Symmetries of the Harry Dym Equation
The power law Harry Dym equation
admits the symmetry generator
where T, X and U are
for general powers m (m = 1 ) and in the special case m = −2,
where c i , b i are arbitrary constants (Bruzon et al. [24] ) noting the additional generator in (8)
We note that the symmetries in (8) can be connected by a nonlocal transformation to the ones that appear in the work of Tychynin [25] for the Harry Dym type equation
The equivalent system
where T, X, U and V are given by
for m = 1 and in the special case of m = −1/2,
where again c i , b i are arbitrary constants and F(t, v) satisfies F t + 2F vvv = 0 (Gardarais and Bruzon [26] ).
It is interesting to note that the appearance of the arbitrary function F(t, v) in the symmetry (13) satisfies a linear PDE. This indicates that in the case m = −1/2, the original system (10) is linearizable (Bluman and Kumei [27] ). In fact, under the point transformation
whereū =ū(t,x) andv =v(t,x), (10) is transformed tō
and elimination ofū in (15) givesv¯t + 2vxxx = 0. As this example illustrates, there continue to be cases where the classical symmetries of a PDE and an equivalent system are different. We ask whether these differences persist when we extend the analysis to nonclassical symmetries.
Nonclassical Symmetries of the Power Law Harry Dym Equation
To calculate the nonclassical symmetries, we append to the original PDE (or system) an invariant surface condition(s) and seek invariance of both together [28] . For the single equation, we seek invariance of (5) and
whereas for the system, we seek invariance of (10) augmented with the pair of surface conditions
If T = 0, we can set T = 1 without loss of generality which we do so here. The nonclassical method give rises to a set of determining equations for the functions X and U (or X, U and V for the system) which we need to solve. As we are dealing with two equations, the single Harry Dym Equation (5) and an equivalent system (10), we will be considered them separately.
The determining equations for the nonclassical symmetries of (5) are:
These are solved giving the following. For general powers m
where a(t), b(t) and c(t) satisfẏ
These are easily solved and are equivalent to the classical symmetries presented in (7). We also have two special cases: m = −2 and m = 2. When m = −2, then
where a(t), b(t), c(t), and d(t) satisfy
These are easily solved and are equivalent to the classical symmetries presented in (8). When m = 2 then
where Q = 2Q 2 . This, to the best of our knowledge is a new result. The determining equations for the nonclassical symmetries of (10) are:
These are solved giving rise to the following results. For general powers m(m = 1)
where a( and are easily solved leading to a recovery of classical symmetries presented in (12) . In the special case where m = −1/2, then
where G(t, v), H(t, v) and p(t) satisfy
This overdetermined system can be solved and are equivalent to the classical symmetries presented in (13) .
As this example illustrates, the nonclassical symmetries continue to separate into cases where each (the single equation vs an equivalent system) posses special symmetries. Unlike the case for the nonlinear diffusion equation where the nonclassical symmetries of an equivalent system captures the nonclassical symmetries of the original PDE, it is simply not true for the Harry Dym equation. A natural question to ask is can we extend the nonclassical method so that the nonclassical symmetries of the equivalent system encompasses the nonclassical symmetries of the single equation? For example, the Harry Dym equation
admits the conditional symmetry operator
The associated invariant surface condition is
It is an easy matter to show that (28) and (30) are compatible. In terms of an equivalent system
we would append the invariant surface conditions
for some V. However, there is no V(t, x, u, v) such that (31) and (32) are compatible. However, if we change the second equation in (32) and consider
then (31) and (33) are in fact compatible. Thus, we propose that it is possible to extended the nonclassical method so that all the nonclassical symmetries of the original PDE (1) can be obtained through the equivalent system (2). We prove this in the next section.
Nonclassical Method Extension
In this section, we will show that it is possible to extend the nonclasical method as to obtain the nonclassical symmetries of the original single PDE (5) . In fact, we will show this for the general class of PDEs (F(u)) t = u xxx .
The determining equations for the nonclassical symmetries of (34) are
where X = X(t, x) and U = U(t, x, u). The equivalent system to (34) is
If we were to append to (36)
where U = U(t, x, u) and V = V(t, x, u, v) and require compatibility, we would obtain the determining equations for the nonclassical symmetries of the system. However, as shown in the previous section, we cannot obtain all the nonclassical symmetries of the original PDE. This was explicitly shown when F = u m . In order to extend the nonclassical method, we now seek compatibility of (36) with the following first order system
We have omitted the inclusion of v x in V due to (36). On solving (36) and (38) for v t , v x , u t and u xx , we obtain
Requiring compatibility of (39) (i.e., (v t ) x = (v x ) t and (u tx ) x = (u xx ) t ) gives rise to
We now show that V exists satisfying (40a) and (40b) if X and U satisfy (35). It suffices to show that (40a) and (40b) are compatibile. Solving (40a) and (40b) for V t and V x and imposing compatibility gives
which, by the virtue of (35) is identically satisfied showing that V exists thus proving our claim.
Conclusions
It is well known that classical Lie symmetries for different equivalent equations can be different. In a previous paper, we questioned whether this is true if we extend the symmetries to include nonclassical symmetries. Although we were able to show for certain classes of equation, the nonclassical symmetries of an equivalent system captures the nonclassical symmetries of the single equation, in general this is not true. In this paper, we have considered the nonclassical symmetries of a power law Harry Dym equation and an equivalent system. We have shown that there continue to be special cases where special nonclassical symmetries exists for each (a single equation vs a equivalent system). However, we have shown in the case of a generalized Harry Dym equation, we can extend the nonclassical method to encompass the nonclassical symmetries of both the single equation and an equivalent system.
